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Eligibility Rules and
Qualifying Clients for
Medicaid Benefits
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Medicaid
◼

◼
◼

Medicaid is a needs-based, joint federalstate program of medical assistance for
individuals who are aged, blind, or
disabled or who are members of
families with dependent children
Aged means 65 years of age or older
Disabled – Social Security definition –
Inability to do any substantial gainful
activity
– 20 C.F.R. 416.905
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Medicaid
◼

◼
◼

Medicaid is called “the payor of last
resort”
Medicaid rules differ from state to state
Interacting with the Medicaid system is
challenging and requires attention to
detail, accurate information, patience
and tenacity
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Medicaid Requirements
◼

To qualify for Medicaid a Resident must
meet the following criteria:
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Have been in an institution for 30 days or
longer
Be in a Nursing Home
Be in a Medicaid bed
Need skilled nursing care
Meet Medicaid’s financial criteria
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Skilled Nursing Facility
◼

To be Medicaid-eligible, person must be receiving
skilled- or intermediate-level nursing care. In KY, the
person must be unable to do two of the six activities
of daily living.
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Eating
Walking
Bathing
Dressing
Toileting
Transferring (i.e., bed to chair)
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Asset (Resource) Limits
◼

◼

In Medicaid language, an asset is called a Resource.
Resources are those assets that an individual or a
couple own and can apply, either directly or by sale
or conversion, to meet basic needs of food, clothing
and shelter. This includes anything owned by their
revocable trust.
◼

◼

Translation – everything you own or have a legal right to
assert a claim upon

A disclaimed inheritance is a resource because of the
right to assert a claim. Therefore, try to avoid
leaving an inheritance to a nursing home resident.
Leave the asset to his or her heirs instead.
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Resource Eligibility
◼

◼

◼

A single person (never married, widowed, divorced,
or married when both are in the Nursing Home) is
resource-eligible when his or her countable resources
are less than $2,000
A Community Spouse may keep half (50%) of
countable resources up to a maximum of $126,420
(2019 figures). This is called the Community Spouse
Resource Allowance (CSRA)
A Community Spouse may keep all countable
resources if the total is less than $25,284 (2019
figure)
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What is a Community Spouse?
◼

◼

◼

A Community Spouse is a spouse of an
institutionalized person who resides in the
community (as opposed to also being
institutionalized).
If the spouse lives at home, with a child, in a
personal care residence or an assisted living
facility, he or she is still a Community Spouse.
Medicaid rules are geared toward protecting
the Community Spouse.
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Considerations for
Married Couples
◼

When there is a Community Spouse some
assets are exempt:
◼
◼
◼

◼

Home if the CS lives there
One vehicle of any value
In KY and some other states: qualified accounts
(IRAs, 401(k)s, etc.) in payout status
Irrevocable Medicaid-compliant funeral: for each
spouse and some states permit applicants to
purchase funerals for other family members
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Considerations for
Single Individual
◼

◼

◼

Home is exempt, but will lose its excluded status
after six months of institutionalization. There is also
no six-month exemption of the home is valued over
$585,000 (2019 figure)
One vehicle, regardless of value, is exempt if it can
be used to obtain medical treatment. For a single
person, you will need a letter from the family
physician stating that the NH resident is capable of
being transported in this vehicle.
Household personal effects are exempt
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Excluded Resources
◼

◼

◼

Property that is essential for support for the
individual or spouse and that is used in a
trade or business. Rental property is not
considered a trade or business
Life insurance, up to $1,500, if designated as
a burial reserve
Irrevocable funeral contract for reasonable
amount.
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What is a Resource
Assessment?
◼

The Resource Assessment is an evaluation
of the combined countable resources of
the Institutionalized Spouse (IS) and
Community Spouse (CS) completed at the
beginning of the continuous period of
institutionalization. The combined
countable resources are compared to the
current Medicaid resource allowance to
determine when the IS will meet resource
eligibility for Medicaid.
16
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Example #1
Community Spouse Resource Allowance
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Home
One Car
Savings
Cabin
IRAs
Ins. CV
TOTAL

$90,000
$15,000
$95,000
$30,000
$75,000
$17,000

$95,000
$30,000

$17,000
$142,000

Excluded
Excluded
H,W,JT,RLT
PVA value
Excluded
Countable
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Example #1
Community Spouse Resource Allowance
$142,000 / 2 = $71,000
Community Spouse keeps

$ 71,000

Institutional Spouse keeps
Spend Down

$ 2,000
$ 69,000

(CS
)
(IS)

********************************************************

Medicaid eligibility is reached when combined assets of H & W are
less than $73,000 ($71,000 for W and $2,000 for H)
The result of the resource assessment will be a CSRA and a spenddown dollar determination. Don’t leave the Medicaid office without
this piece of paper or you may find the office saying (one year
18 and
$80,000 later) “we have no record of your ever being here. Sorry.”
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Example # 2
Community Spouse Resource Allowance
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

Home
One Car
Savings
Cabin
IRA’s
Ins. CV
TOTAL

$ 90,000
$ 15,000
$195,000
$ 40,000
$ 75,000
$ 17,000

$195,000
$ 40,000

$ 17,000
$252,000

Excluded
Excluded
H,W,JT,RLT
PVA value
Excluded
Countable
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Example # 2
Community Spouse Resource Allowance
$252,000 / 2 = $126,000
Community Spouse keeps max of
$ 126,000
Institutional Spouse keeps $
2,000
Spend Down
$ 124,000
$252,000 - $126,000 - $2,000 = $124,000
********************************************************

Medicaid eligibility is reached when combined assets of H & W
are less than $128,000 ($126,000 for W and $2,000 for H)
20
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Income Rules and Exceptions
◼

◼

◼

Technically, if the institutionalized person’s income is
over $2,313/month, they are not eligible for Medicaid
(2019 Federal SSI rate of $771 x 3 = $2,313).
Practically, income above $2,313 is placed in a
Qualified Income Trust (QIT) and the applicant is
then eligible. Bottom line – if income is less than the
cost of the nursing home, the applicant is income
eligible.
The income of the spouse of an institutionalized
person is not limited, and remains with the spouse.
21
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Qualified Income Trust
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

A QIT, also known as a Miller Trust, is a special kind
of irrevocable trust designed to hold the income of
a Medicaid recipient.
Instead of all monthly income being paid to the nursing
home resident, who then pays the nursing home, some
of the income is paid directly into the QIT, from where
the family sends it to the nursing home.
A QIT is a creation of law to momentarily hold income
that is above $2,313/month but below the cost of NH
care.
Use resident’s SS #, not a new EIN.
Income must be paid directly into the trust.
22
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Requirements of a QIT
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Irrevocable
May only contain income
No resources into trust
Separate bank account
Department for Medicaid Services is the
remainder beneficiary
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Requirements of a QIT
◼

◼

◼

◼

May not pay child support, alimony,
home maintenance
Patient liability must be paid before
administrative costs
Must be established at time of Medicaid
application
Notarized
24
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Requirements of a QIT
◼

◼

The trust must terminate only at the
death of the Medicaid beneficiary
All of the individual’s countable income
that exceeds the income standard must
go into the QIT
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Requirements of a QIT
◼

Money deposited in the QIT may be
used for:
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Personal needs allowance
Community spouse/family support
Health insurance; or
Patient liability

All other disbursements must be
approved by DMS
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Personal Needs Allowance
◼

Money deposited in the QIT may be
used for:
◼

Personal needs allowance
1. Nursing Facility (NF) is $40
2. Institutionalized Hospice is $40
3. Non-Institutionalized Hospice is $770
(effective 1/1/18)
4. Waiver Services is $770 (effective 1/1/18)
27
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CSRA/CSIA
◼

Money deposited in the QIT may be
used for:
◼

Community Spouse Income Allowance
◼
◼

◼

Minimum is $2,113.75 (effective 7/1/19)
Maximum is $3,160.50 (effective 7/1/19)

Community Spouse Shelter Allowance if it
exceeds Minimum Shelter Allowance of
$634.13 (effective 7/1/19)
28
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Community Spouse Income Allowance (CSIA),
aka Minimum Monthly Maintenance Needs
Allowance (MMMNA)
◼

◼

◼

The Community Spouse (CS) is entitled to keep all of
her monthly income regardless of source or amount.
For those situations where the CS’s gross income is
below the CSIA, currently $2,113.75/mo, some of the
institutionalized spouse’s (IS) income may be
transferred to the CS to bring her income up to
$2,113.75. The CS may also be entitled to a shelter
allowance, especially if there is a mortgage or rent
expense.
The CSIA increases annually on July 1.
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Shelter Expense
◼

The CSIA includes a presumption that
shelter costs $634.13/month. To the
extent shelter costs exceed this amount,
the CSIA may be raised up to a
maximum of $3,160.50/month
(2019, subject to adjustment).
30
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Shelter Expense Calculation
◼

What is included as a shelter expense?
◼
◼
◼
◼

Rent or mortgage
Property taxes
Homeowners insurance
Utility expenses
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Shelter Expense Calculation
◼

◼

As a practical matter, unless a spouse has a
mortgage or is paying rent, shelter expenses are not
likely to exceed $634.13, and there would not be an
upward adjustment in the CSIA.
However, this is a very useful tool where one spouse
is in a nursing home and the other is in assisted
living.
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Increasing the CSIA
◼

◼

◼

◼

An Administrative Hearing officer may increase the
CSIA through the fair hearing process.
Either spouse may request a hearing to present
evidence that additional income is needed due to
significant financial duress.
If the hearing officer determines that exceptional
circumstances exist, the hearing officer grants the
increase in the community spouse allowance for a
stated period of time.
Must show significant financial duress
33
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What is Medicaid Planning?
◼

◼

Medicaid planning is the means of helping to
preserve and protect some of the hard-earned assets
for the Community Spouse and/or the Resident’s
heirs, while complying with Medicaid regulations
The amount that can be preserved depends on:
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

What the assets are
What the family situation is
If the person is already in a nursing home
How far in advance of a nursing home admission the family
starts to plan
How long the Resident resides in a nursing home
34
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What is Medicaid Planning?
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Arranging assets in such a way so as to qualify for
Medicaid sooner without having to spend down to
$2,000.
Pre-planning – 5 years before Medicaid is desired
Deficit Reduction Act (DRA) of 2005 – 5-year lookback period for disqualifying transfers
Crisis planning – less than 5 years before Medicaid is
desired. Usually someone is in the nursing home or
will be in the very near future
Accurate documentation and full disclosure are
essential
35

Basic Transfer Rules
◼

◼

◼

◼

Disqualifying transfer - “transfer for less than fair
market value” within 5 years of applying for Medicaid
For 2019, the Transferred Resource Factor is
$6,067/month, or $199.46/day. The state uses the
daily figure
Example- A $100,000 gift creates a period of
ineligibility of 501 days (16.7 months)
Rebuttable presumption that the transfer was for the
purpose of obtaining Medicaid
36
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Examples of Disqualifying
Transfers
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

◼

Mom gives her son $30,000.
Mom sells her house to her daughter for $1.
Mom loans $30,000 to her son without a Medicaidcompliant promissory note.
Mom sells her house for $80,000 to a third party
when the PVA was $100,000.
Mom gives the church $1,000 for missions work.
Mom pays her daughter to take care of her without a
Medicaid-compliant caregiver agreement.
Mom buys a deferred annuity.
37
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Rebutting the Presumption
◼

Transmittal 64 says rebut by showing:
◼

Intent to dispose of the assets either at fair
market value or for other valuable consideration
◼

Written evidence of attempts to dispose of the asset for
fair market value, as well as evidence to support the
value (if any) at which the asset was disposed
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Rebutting the Presumption
◼

Transmittal 64 says rebut by showing:
◼

Assets were transferred exclusively for a purpose
other than to qualify for Medicaid
◼

Convincing evidence must be presented as to the specific
purpose for which the asset was transferred
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Rebutting the Presumption
◼

Transmittal 64 says rebut by showing:
◼

Undue Hardship - when deprivation of medical
care would endanger life or deprive of food,
clothing, shelter or other necessities of life

40
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Prohibited Asset Transfers
◼

◼

◼

◼

The penalty period does not start until the Medicaid
applicant is “otherwise eligible” if not for having
made the gift.
Therefore, an applicant must actually apply for
Medicaid and be totally eligible in every other way
before the clock starts running on the penalty period
This is often a very important step
Get the Medicaid denial in writing and make sure it
shows the starting and ending dates for the period of
ineligibility (penalty period)
41
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Prohibited Asset Transfers
◼

◼

Other than transfers between spouses, the
disabled child exception, and the caregiver
child exception, there are NO Medicaid gift
exclusions. They all count.
The $15,000 exclusion for federal gift tax
reporting purposes does not apply to state
Medicaid eligibility
42
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Prohibited Asset Transfers
◼

◼

◼

Once the penalty period starts, nothing can
stop it
Normally, the applicant remains in the
nursing home and is a private-pay resident,
but there is no such requirement
Even if the family takes the resident home for
a few months, the penalty period keeps
running
43
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Exceptions to Transfer
Penalties
◼

Transfers Between Spouses
◼

Be cognizant of timing of the transfer - before or
after institutionalized spouse is determined eligible
for Medicaid
◼

◼

42 U.S.C. 1396p(c)(2)(B)(i) appears to permit unlimited
transfers to community spouse without penalty.
However, under 42 U.S.C 1396r-5(f) transfers of
institutionalized spouse after the initial determination of
eligibility are limited by the community spouse resource
allowance.
44
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Exceptions to Transfer
Penalties
◼
◼

Courts not consistent on treatment of timing of spousal transfer
State Supreme Court of Ohio found the transfer limit under 42
C.1396r-5(f) to apply to transfers made prior to a
determination of eligibility
◼

◼

Estate of Atkinson v. Ohio Dept. of Job & Family Servs., 40 N.E. 3d
1121, 144 Ohio St.3d 70 (Ohio 2015)

Sixth Circuit and Tenth Circuit found the transfer limit under 42
C.1396r-5(f) to apply only to transfers made after a
determination of eligibility
◼
◼

Hughes v. McCarthy, 734 F.3d 473 (6th Cir. 2013)
Morris v. Okla. Dep't of Human Servs., 685 F.3d 925, 935 (10th Cir.
2012).
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Exceptions to Transfer
Penalties
◼

Disabled Adult Child – The home and financial
assets may be transferred to a disabled child
without a transfer of resources penalty (§2070
– Vol. IVA). Definition of “disabled” is Social
Security definition.
◼

◼

Important to determine whether child is
receiving SSI (needs based) or SSDI (ability
based)
Transfers to a disabled child receiving SSI may
cause the recipient to lose certain benefits
associated with SSI. Consider transfers very
carefully in that situation.
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Exceptions to Transfer
Penalties
◼

Caregiver Child – can receive the home only.
◼

◼
◼

A caregiver child is a child who resided in the parent’s home
for the two years immediately preceding the nursing home
admission and provided care such that without such care, a
nursing home admission would have been necessary at least
two years earlier.
Child should still be in the house at time of application.
Going to Assisted Living before the Nursing Home will sever
ability to make caregiver child transfer.
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Exceptions to Transfer
Penalties
◼

Sibling Exception – A home may be transferred to a
sibling who has an equity interest in the home and
who lived with the institutionalized individual one
year prior to institutionalization. Any amount of
equity is sufficient.
◼

Make sure deed showing an equity interest is recorded.
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How to Cure Prohibited
Transfers
◼

◼

◼

Give the money back. Mom gave son a gift of
$75,000 which has created a penalty period. Son
can simply return the money.
Simply wait out the five-year period since the time of
the transfer. The family will have to pay privately
until the five years have passed.
A combination of some returns and the passage of
time – gift and return. Usually employed in crisis
planning.
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Primary Residence and
Income Producing Property
◼

For a single individual
◼

◼

◼

A house up to $585,000 (2019) in value is exempt for the
first 6 months the resident is in a facility
After 6 months the house has to be actively marketed at fair
market value, as it is presumed the Resident will not be
returning home
So long as home is being actively being marketed, home will
remain exempt
◼

◼

Need to show MLS listing, photos with “for sale” sign in front of
property

Medicaid may allow resident to sign intent to return home
letter, but this strategy likely will not preserve as much as
selling home
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Income Producing Property
◼

First $6,000 of equity value in income producing
property is exempt if it is essential to support the
individual or his spouse or family
◼

◼

This exclusion will not apply to a single applicant who is in
the nursing home, as income producing property is not
considered essential to support the individual when his or
her support is provided by the nursing home

Any remaining equity value is a countable resource
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Vehicles
◼

One vehicle, regardless of value, is exempt as long it is used by
a member of the household for any of the following reasons:
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

To obtain medical treatment;
Equipped for the disabled;
Used by the community spouse;
Used for employment or self-employment; or
Used as an owner-occupied home

For a single person, you will need a letter from the family
physician stating that the NH resident is capable of being
transported in this vehicle.
Other than one vehicle that meets the criteria above, equity
value of up to $4,500 is exempt for non-excluded vehicles
52
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Personal Service Contracts
and Home Health Care
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Paying a caregiver “off the books” will cause Medicaid to decide
that there was a “transfer for less than fair market value” and
assess a penalty for lump sums of cash or checks made out to
cash
Medicaid questions substantial usage of cash and requires proof
as to what the cash was used for as Medicaid assumes you are
giving it away
Therefore, if there is a caregiver being paid, he or she must be
paid on the books, and you must have his or her address,
phone number and Social Security number
The income must be reported to the IRS
A person who does not report income and pay income taxes is
committing fraud and making honorable taxpayers pay more
than their fair share of taxes
53

Personal Service Contracts
and Home Health Care
◼

A properly drafted caregiver agreement
allows payments to be made to a family
member or friend without the payments
being treated as impermissible gifts
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Personal Service Contracts
and Home Health Care
◼

The caregiver agreement shall have:
◼

◼
◼

Been notarized;
Identified and specified the cost of each caregiver service;
Specified that payment shall not have:
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Been made for a service not recognized in the agreement as a
caregiver service; or
Duplicated a service provided by another source; and

Included a provision that required payment to be made by the
caregiver to the individual for the cost of each caregiver service not
provided in accordance with the agreement.

The cost of each caregiver service that was not provided in
accordance with the agreement and not repaid by the caregiver
shall be considered a transfer of resources.
55
907 KAR 20:030 section 1(7)
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Gifting, Promissory Notes,
and Loans
◼

◼
◼

◼

As mentioned above, “transfers for less than fair
market value” are impermissible under Medicaid’s
rules
These are interpreted as gifts
Medicaid imposes a penalty for all gifts. Therefore,
just making a flat out gift of money will result in a
penalty and will not work
A loan is also considered a gift, unless it is
accompanied by a properly drafted Medicaidcompliant promissory note
56
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Gift and Return
◼
◼

◼

◼

Example:
Mom gifts $60,000. Creates 10-month penalty. Four years later, Mom
needs the nursing home. Apply and get denied due to the gifting. In
the first month of the penalty period, return $6,000 to cover the
nursing home costs, reducing the gift to $54,000. In the second month,
return another $6,000, reducing gift to $48,000. Third month, gift
becomes $42,000. Fourth month, $36,000. Fifth month, $30,000.
Wait – if the gift is only $30,000, the penalty period is 5 months, and
Mom has already paid privately for 5 months. Go back to Medicaid and
re-apply, and Mom is approved. Mom cut the penalty period in about
half. (Usually can save 40%-60% of the countable resources this way.)
NOTE: There is no regulation or statute allowing this. This is just a
practice allowed by Medicaid in Kentucky. Other states have abolished
it.
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Gift and Hold vs.
Gift and Return
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

If there will be at least 5 years before client needs the nursing
home, he can gift all the assets to a child or children (or
whomever)
They hold the assets, in case he does not make the 5 years
After 5 years have passed, apply for Medicaid
If fewer than 5 years pass, evaluate whether applying and
getting a penalty period would be better or worse than paying
privately until the 5 years pass
Example: Gift $240,000. Penalty is 40 months. Gift and return
would reduce the penalty to about 20 months. So if client does
not need the nursing home for 3-and-a-half years, it would be
better to pay privately to get to 5 years (would only privately
pay for 18 months instead of 20)
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Using Promissory Notes to
Qualify for Medicaid
◼

A Promissory Note is Medicaid-compliant if:
◼

◼
◼

◼

It is actuarially sound, irrevocable and non-assignable and
pays out in substantially equally installments.

Balloon payments are not permitted
Self Canceling Installment notes (SCIN) are not
permitted
Unlike Medicaid-compliant annuities, there is no
requirement to name the State as the beneficiary,
but the note must continue to pay to the estate of
the owner upon the owner’s death. These payments
would be subject to estate recovery
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Example: Spousal Promissory
Note
◼

Mom and Dad have $150,000 of countable resources. The
entire $150,000 is put into Mom’s name and the Resource
Assessment is obtained, allowing Mom to keep $75,000 (and
Dad to keep $2,000). Mom executes a $73,000 actuarially sound
promissory note with a family member. Dad applies for
Medicaid and the application should be approved, having met
the requirements in 42 USC 1396p and 907 KAR 20:025. Mom
has her CSRA, and the $75,000 of excess resources has been
converted from a countable resource to a stream of income to
Mom. The family member named in the note now has the
$75,000 of excess resources and pays it back to Mom as
monthly income (with interest as required by the IRS). This
gives Mom much-needed additional income to replace the loss
of Dad's income, as well. It is a win-win.
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Annuities
◼

◼

◼

◼

Annuities are a tricky area but a worthwhile planning
tool, particularly in a spousal planning situation.
Most annuities sold by banks and brokerage houses
are not Medicaid-compliant and will count as an
available resource.
All deferred annuities are NOT acceptable to Medicaid
in Kentucky and will have to be surrendered and the
money spent on nursing home care. This can be
costly.
The one exception is annuities inside a qualified plan
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Annuities
◼

◼

◼

Annuities that are actuarially sound are permitted
provided the State is named first beneficiary, the
annuity is irrevocable, non-assignable and pays out in
substantially equal installments. The State may be
named second beneficiary behind a community
spouse or minor or disabled child
The State as beneficiary can only receive proceeds
up to the amount paid on behalf of the
institutionalized individual or his/her spouse.
The purchase of an actuarially sound annuity
converts a resource into an income stream
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Annuities
◼

◼

◼

An annuity is actuarially sound if it pays out all
income and principal during the lifetime of the
annuitant. Use Medicaid’s life expectancy table, not
the IRS table
If life expectancy is 12 years, the annuity must pay
out in 144 months or less. No lifetime with period
certain
The annuity must be an immediate annuity, not a
deferred annuity
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Pooled Trust
◼
◼

If disabled individual is 65 or older consider a Pooled Trust
A Pooled Trust is a trust that:
◼ Contains the assets of an individual who is disabled;
◼
Is established and managed by a non-profit association;
◼ Maintains a separate account for each beneficiary of the trust, but,
for purposes of investment and management of funds, pools these
accounts;
◼ Manages accounts that are established solely for the benefit of
individuals who are disabled (by the parent, grandparent, or legal
guardian of such individuals, by such individuals, or by a court);
and
◼ Retains remaining assets upon beneficiary’s death for other
beneficiaries or repays the State for the Medicaid services provided
to the beneficiary.
◼ 42 USC 1396p(d)(4)(C)
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Crisis Planning in Practice
Practical tips and strategies for obtaining
eligibility and navigating potential pit falls in
the application process.
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Practice Tips
1) Always review financial POA
2) NEVER rely on the family to know if the community
accepts Medicaid. Always call upon engagement
3) Communicate with the facility. They are not our enemies!
If there is a private pay requirement, and we have a
penalty period, be sure to tell the facility you are applying
and to please certify the room as Medicaid compliant, but
that the required period of private pay will be covered.
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Power of Attorneys
In order to do planning, the power of attorney must have
adequate powers:
1. Self-Dealing
2. Ability to gift without limit

3. Ability to create IRT
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Competency
When dealing with the elderly, competency can be the
biggest issue.
The legal standard is not the same as the medical standard
Always looking to protect the client’s best interest and wishes

Guardianships should be actions of last resort
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What to Consider
1) Variability of client’s state of mind
2) Ability to appreciate consequence of decision
3) Substantive fairness of the decision
4) Consistency of the decision with the prior planning
documents
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Practice Tips with Tax-Qualified
Accounts
Qualified Accounts: invested prior to tax withholding
Non Qualified Accounts: investments funded with post tax $
Qualified accounts can cause major issues and tax
consequences for an individual or CS

Some plans are considered income others assets
ie: traditional pension plans with no cash value is
normally considered income.
IRA that can be surrendered is considered an asset and
countable with regard to eligibility requirements
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Practice Tips with Tax-Qualified
Accounts
1) Rolling over IRAs to Medicaid Qualified Annuities
A CS may transfer retirement funds to a Medicaid complaint
annuity and avoid improper transfer penalties and it allows
the tax burden to be spread out over the life of the annuity
2) Keep IRAs as part of the CSRA. Once IS is approved, we
would then advise about starting distributions to liquidate the
qualified funds so that if the IS needs Medicaid, we are liquid.
3) Spousal Refusal and/or Divorce for Medicaid eligibility
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Spend Down Mistakes to Avoid

1) Don’t pay the facility in full or in advance. Advanced
payments will be considered a countable resource. One
must be “otherwise eligible” to begin receiving benefits.
If facility is paid in full, will not be retroactive eligibility
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Spend Down Mistakes to Avoid

2) For married couples, remember to appropriately calculate
the snapshot date. For LTC Medicaid, the first day of a 30
day period when the IS is admitted to a health care
facility, hospitalization or rehab is the snapshot date.
42 USC 1396r-5(c)

In Ohio, for example, snapshot for our waiver programs is
date of application. Therefore, don’t start spend down
until after you’ve applied!!
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Spend Down Mistakes to Avoid
3) A transfer of the CSRA to anyone other than the CS prior
to approval, may be considered the IS’s improper transfer
4) Do not transfer to a disabled individual unless they have a
current “status” as disabled with social security
5) HCPOA is not sufficient to sign Authorized Rep form
6) Leave a buffer of approximately $3-5,000
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Gifting Pit Falls
1) Out right gifts- if you are in a full cure state, can cause
problems down the road, also gift is exposed to creditors
2) Always gift for Fair Market Value 42 USC 1396p(c);
20 CFR 416.1246
3) Loss of Step Up in basis
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Coordinating VA Benefits with
Medicaid
Due to recent changes in the VA pension law, it is important
to become knowledgeable on how Medicaid planning can
affect a veteran or surviving spouse’s ability to be eligible for
VA Aid and Attendance.
This is a whole seminar on its own. I am happy to answer
questions privately with regard to the coordination of the
two.
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Thank You!

Rachael A. Houck, J.D.
Gudorf Law Group, LLC
8153 North Main St.
Dayton, OH 45415
(937) 898-5583
rhouck@gudorflaw.com
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